The challenge was to develop a Business Process Automation and Integration Platform Architecture to handle payments and information as easily and efficiently as possible. The other challenge was to create Integration workflow to take care of safe and smooth execution of financial infrastructure that brings clients closer to their customers, and furthermore develop user-friendly, stable and secure payments and information systems.

**Solution**

- Developed Business Process Automation solution based on Oracle BPM & WebCenter solution.
- Setup centralized competency center for customer business process workflow & integration requirements across various demographic regions.
- Developed reusable workflow and integration components across various payment systems.
- Developed user-friendly GUI using ADF, which is deployable on Mobile platform.

**Benefits**

- Secured exchange of payments and information between consumers, banks and businesses.
- Reduced need for paperwork, saving customer’s time.
- Solution provided using BPM, extendable to other regions where the customer operates.

**Client Profile**

Nordic-based Payments & Cards Market Leader.

---

**About L&T Infotech**

Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd. (L&T Infotech), a global IT services company, is a 100% subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro (L&T), a multi-billion conglomerate, and India’s largest Technology, Engineering, Construction, Manufacturing and Financial Services organization, with global operations. L&T Infotech is ranked by NASSCOM as the 6th largest software & services exporter from India in 2014. It is differentiated by its three-pronged value proposition, encompassing Business-to-IT Connect, Execution Excellence and Engage the Future.